Leftover ink gets new lease of life with
X-Rite’s InkFormulation6

Case Study

You can find them in many offset printing companies across Europe: containers
holding leftover inks that are too valuable to throw away, but too difficult to reuse
unless the exact same job is ordered again.
Because it takes considerable time and skill to mix these
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considerable time and skill, with a result that is still
unpredictable in volume, Repar said. The amount of

re-matched ink can exceed the needed volume for job,
possibly generating a larger volume of leftover. Or if the
volume of mixed leftover color is not enough for whole
job, it’s difficult to reproduce the recipe.
InkFormulation6’s recipe for success
Using the InkFormulation6 software from X-Rite Inc. and
spectral data from leftover inks, a company can in many
cases a create recipe of the target color that uses waste
inks and new inks to achieve the desired color.
“The economical impact of the InkFormulation6 software
is significant,” Repar said. “It’s difficult to give a general
estimate of savings because they are so dependent on print
technology, consumption, and other factors. But it’s clear
from what our customers tell us that the InkFormulation6
software reduces stock kept as leftovers and reduces press
set-up time significantly.”
Simple and user friendly for fast results
One of the highest hurdles to successfully implementing
the use of waste inks is the company’s approach to color
mixing and matching, Repar said. “Some managers believe
that color mixing is simple, merely taking the spectral data
and making up a recipe from instructions on a computer
screen. Even though the InkFormulation6 software is very
user friendly and accurate, it still requires skill at mixing the
inks properly.
“Companies that put an experienced person who is
familiar with computers in charge of a color formulation
program to save waste inks show a high degree of success
in the shortest possible time.”
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